Contract of Behaviour for teenage groups
The guidelines listed below are to be followed to ensure everybody enjoys themselves and stays safe on a
visit to Lledr Hall.
Please read through the following guidelines and think seriously about whether you are willing to follow
them during this residential. If you agree to the ‘Contract of Behaviour’ please sign the form and return it
with your consent forms. If you are not happy following these guidelines please let the staff team know
and we will cancel your place.
Students will be expected to:
 Participate fully in all activities and work tasks. This includes cleaning and other tasks throughout the
day.
 Make an effort to speak to others in the group. Make sure everybody in the group is involved and
nobody feels uncomfortable or left out.
 Show respect to other people, including their privacy and property.
 Not consume or purchase alcohol.
 Not to take drugs other than prescribed medicines. Anybody taking prescription drugs must inform a
member of staff.
 Under no circumstances share a bed with others.
 Have no sexual contact between anybody of any sex.
 Always listen to members of staff and consider Health and Safety regulations. This includes following all
instructions and/ or centre guidelines and rules.
 Remain within the Centre grounds unless on a structured teaching session.
Should anybody be found not following the guidelines during this residential it is at staff’s
discretion whether or not action should be taken. This action is likely to involve one or more of
the following:
 Being unable to take part in further activities of the residential
 Being taken home early from the residential
 Parents/ Guardians and headteachers will be informed of any unacceptable behaviour
I understand the above guidelines and agree to follow them to the best of my ability. I also accept that
breaking the ‘Contract of Behaviour’ may lead to the above consequences

Signed___________________________________________

Date_______________________________
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